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We believe that prisoners who have become believers are called to make disciples and to take their place
in the effort to expand God’s Kingdom where they are, where they will be released, and the global Great
Commission.

Therefore, our goal is to connect Christian prisoners with believers and disciple makers around the world
so that we can pray together for our prisons, lost communities, cities, and nations. We support one
another in all our missions to breakthrough Satanic holds on our peoples, make disciples who make
disciples, and see the expression of God’s Kingdom on Earth as it is in heaven.

Our processes are carefully planned to bring ongoing, updated information from each other’s missions by
using modern technology. Passing prayers and posting prayer so that all can see increases faith, spurs
more prayer, and allows all those involved to experience the value of being connected daily and weekly to
missional prayer efforts worldwide, no matter whether you’re in prison or in the far corners of the world.
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• The Salvation and transformation of our prisons, the affected 
communities, our cities, and our world.

• Movements of disciples who make disciples

• For our cities and nations to come under the Lordship of Christ: 
“Your Kingdom come. Your Will be done on Earth as it is in heaven.”
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• It’s free on any app store platform!
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• Find the Freedom Initiative Area of the app 
on the home page.

In this section, you can also find essential information and upcoming 
events for Contagious Disciple Making. 

• Carousel: At the top, there is a banner that contains the most popular and/or
recent adds to the app. Swipe left and right to view them all and click on the ones
you want to view.

• Learn Disciple Making: Explore and learn disciple making methods. In this
section, our resources are categorized into the main parts of disciple making,
such as prayer, Discovery Bible Study, and more.

• The CDM Podcast: Listen to a library of podcasts on disciple making and the
Great Commission. Interview with movement leaders, practical tips and how-
to’s, and stories of disciple making to inspire and equip you to make disciples.

• CDM Events: Here you can find the links to our upcoming zoom prayer
meetings and be informed about our local events and upcoming classes and
workshops.

• CDM Videos: Here is a collection of whiteboard videos and vision videos
perfect for sharing disciple making vision and simple explanations of DMM tools
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• Click on “Recent Prayer Request”

• On your first visit, you’ll need to request to
enter the closed, secure page. You can expect
to receive an answer within a day, if not hours.

In this section, you can also find essential information
and upcoming events for The Freedom Initiative.

• What is the Freedom Initiative?: A 7-minute explanation of the
vision of the Freedom Initiative

• The Freedom Initiative Handout: An illustrated presentation
detailing the FI vision

• Reaching Communities Suffering from Crime & Incarceration:
A CDM podcast where Founder Paul Watson explains the why
and how of the Freedom Initiative

• Remember the Prisoner Podcast: Listen to podcasts recorded
for Christian prisoners who are currently incarcerated and
recently re-entering society

• Freedom Initiative Interest Form: Want to let us know that you
want to volunteer and get involved? Fill out this form and we’ll get
you connected to the team!
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• Filtered for Freedom Initiative Prayer Posts
• While there are prayer requests from disciple makers

around the world on our CDM page, this link takes you
to a filtered page that have all the prayer requests from
workers in the Freedom Initiative.

• Finding most recent posts
• You can see when a prayer requests was posted by

looking here. If it’s says “_hrs” or “_d,” it most likely is
among the most recent posts of our team.

• You can also order the posts from most recent to least
recent by pressing “most recent” next to the filters at
the top of the page.

• Press “Comment” to submit a prayer
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Prayer Requests
Each request will have the first name of a prisoner 
or worker, the prison unit where they are 
incarcerated, and the city and state of the prison.

Write out a prayer
Each week, we copy all the prayers written for the 
prisoners and send them to their mentors who will 
deliver them for the prisoners to read.

We will not send mere indications of prayer like 
“praying for you” or stock comments like “May 
God bless you” though we are thankful for your 
prayers if you cannot at that moment type one out.
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• Consider giving some info to the prisoner about yourself by writing
your job, your city, and state before writing your prayer. We will never
pass on your last name so you can be sure that your identity will be
protected while being personable with our Christian prisoner
teammates.

• Remember to write out prayers as if you were praying for them
directly. These prayers can encourage them and help them know they are
not forgotten and are supported by believers around the world. Feel free to
include verses in your prayers and encouragements.

• Click the blue arrow on the right to post the prayer.

We are doing this together!
• The great value of our prayer page is being able to see each other’s prayers

as if we were praying all together IN PERSON. Seeing each other’s prayers
encourage others and give us faith to be faithful to pray for others.
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You can send your prayer requests to the Christian prisoners
to pray for your area and mission in making disciples. Needs
& current issues, specific lost families & groups you’re trying
to reach, challenges you’re facing in disciple making are all
examples of requests you can send to these men & women
who can now be a part of what God is doing globally to
expand His Kingdom.

WHERE TO POST YOUR REQUESTS
Find the most recent black background post asking for
prayer requests.

• Post your requests in the comments of a weekly CDM
post asking for requests pinned to the featured
section of the page.

(Two ways to find the post)

• On the CDM group home page in the “Featured”
section (You may need to click the arrow next
“Featured” to see the posts in that section.)

• If you filter the page for “Freedom Initiative” as
described on page 9, the post will show in that list,
just make sure the post date is within a week.
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• Titling your request
• Since our incarcerated brothers and sisters cannot see

your picture or full name, adding your job title and
city/state provides a personal connection for them
without risking identity exposure.

• I.e., Stay at home mom, Boone, NC or Pastor, New Jersey

• Writing your request
• Needs and current issues of your area, specific lost

families and groups you’re trying to reach, challenges
you’re facing in disciple making are all examples of prayer
requests you can send to these men and women who can
now be a part of what God is doing globally to expand His
Kingdom.

• Be specific– help them know how to pray for you.

• Click the blue arrow once you are done.
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• Copy your request and post it in the general page area
• Now that you have already typed out your request to

be sent to the prisoners, copy that text and post it
beneath the featured section where you see your
profile picture and “write something.”

Now disciple makers around the world can see your request
and pray for your area and your efforts to expand God’s
Kingdom– great or small.

Whether you are celebrating a big win or working through
difficulties, together we can support one another in prayer as
the Global Body of Christ.

You will be surprised how you get to know others, their
mission, and their journey on this page. Let’s expand His
Kingdom together!
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• Groups of believers and FI workers who pray together
over their prayer requests and some of the current
needs of our cities and world.

• Interviews with missionaries and messages on prayer
and being a disciple worth multiplying

• Available on prison issued tablets in 48 states as well as
on our CDM app and major app platforms.

• Prisoners are excited to hear voices from around the
world praying for them.
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COORDINATED CRY EVENTS
Imagine gathering within a church or a public area
to fast and pray for our cities and the lost knowing
that prisoners within our city are gathering to do
the same, praying for the same things as we are.

At these events, we will send prayers and prayer
requests before, during, and after the events to
further the partnership, unity, and encouragement
between the outside and inside communities.
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A CDM ministry with a comprehensive and holistic
treatment of prisoners, starting within prison and
continuing as they are released, that puts them on
the path of making a significant, positive impact
in life and in their families and communities.

Our redemptive process equips prisoners to make
disciples who make disciples within prison and
beyond, prayerfully resulting in Disciple Making
Movements and communities transformed by the
Kingdom of God.

• Disciple prisoners through Discovery Bible Study
• Empower prisoners to reach other prisoners
• Prisoners and a local and global community 

pray with and for each other
• Prepare them for release and connect with 

outside workers

• Provides discipleship, accountability, 
support, guidance, and advocacy

• Equips them to make disciples: 
serving, engaging, sharing stories, 
starting DBS’s

• Tracks progress and connect with 
other workers and helpers

• Find housing, transportation, food, etc
• Connect parolees with opportunities to 

serve their communities
• Support parolees through community
• Assist in job acquisition
• Partner across areas & states

HERE
LEARN MORE



The Pray with Prisoners Project is a part of CDM’s 714 Prayer Initiative to call and mobilize the
Body of Christ to fast, pray, and stand in the gap for the needs and the lost of our cities, regions,
and nations. Revival happens when the people of God repent and reactivate to obey God’s
commands of the Great Commission and the Great Commandments. Our goal is to innovate a
global prayer community and network who daily and weekly pray with each other whether in
person or using technology to communicate prayer requests, prayers, and celebrations.
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• Regional and Global Prayer Events

• Regular Prayer Meetings

• Develop Prayer Partnerships

• Multiply Habits of Praying Together

• Innovate Prayer Communications

• Integrate 714 Prayer into Church Activities

“If My people who are called by My Name shall
humble themselves, and pray, and seek My
Face, and turn from their wicked ways, then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their
sin, and heal their land.”
II Chron 7:14

PRAYER PAGE
JOIN OUR


